April 24, 2020
RE: CHANGES IN MULTITRACE® AVAILABILITY
Thank you for your recent inquiry regarding the availability of American Regent’s Multitrace® products.
American Regent is committed to ensuring that the supply of our products is consistent and patient care
needs are met. We greatly appreciate your ongoing support in providing current and complete
information to ASPEN’s membership.
Available Multitrace® Products:
620225
MULTITRACE-4 NEONATAL, 2ML SDV, PKG. OF 25
920325

MULTITRACE-4 PED., 3ML SDV, PKG. OF 25

820125

MULTITRACE-5 CONC., 1ML SDV, PKG. OF 25

We understand that ASPEN members have reported perceived shortages or outages of Multitrace®
products in the market. In November 2019, American Regent notified all of our Trade Partners and Group
Purchasing Organizations of our intent to stop manufacturing the unapproved Multitrace® items listed
below. Inventory of these items is now nearly depleted and will not be replenished, although there may
be some stock remaining at the wholesalers. For additional clarity, the following Multitrace
products listed below are no longer being manufactured by American Regent.
Discontinued Multitrace Products:
720125
MULTITRACE-4 CONC., 1ML SDV, PKG. OF 25
721025

MULTITRACE-4 CONC., 10ML MDV, PKG. OF 25

741025

MULTITRACE-4 REGULAR, 10ML MDV, PKG. OF 25

821025

MULTITRACE-5 CONC., 10ML MDV, PKG. OF 25

851025

MULTITRACE-5 REG., 10ML MDV, PKG. OF 25

American Regent has not experienced and does not expect any supply disruption related to COVID-19
(coronavirus) at this time. American Regent’s practice is to hold several months of APIs, componentry,
and other materials necessary to manufacture our products. We have several months of finished goods
in our inventory in order to do all that we can to mitigate potential shortages in the event of a disruption
to our supply chain. We have also been in close communications with our suppliers and have had no
difficulty obtaining starting materials required for manufacture of Multitrace® products since news of
the outbreak. American Regent continues to monitor the situation closely, and will notify customers of
any significant changes to our supply chain.

